SEAHG RECOMMENDATIONS TO TWG ON THE SOCIOECONOMIC IMPLEMENTATION PLAN; FY 2015/2016
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Areas of Proposed 2014 Actions

- Review AMWG approved SE program proposals.
- Characterize current ongoing market/non-market valuation programs in EIS/LTEMP and AMP processes.
- Recommend SE projects to be pursued by the AMP for 2015/16 Biannual Plan.
2014 SEAHG Members

Leslie James, Jerry Myers, John Jordon, Clayton Palmer, Shane Capron, Jan Balsom, Jane Bird, Jenika Raub, Don Ostler, Jason Thiriot, Lucas Bair, David Garrett (Chair)
AMWG Approved SE Programs

Non-market workshop; evaluate information potential effectiveness and use; develop real time decision support methods

Evaluate Tribal preference, social values; market/non-market values for resources valued by Tribes

Analysis of recreation market values in CRE

Evaluate recreation non-market values in CRE

Non-market valuations of wilderness environmental resources and services in the CRE

Market, non-market values of hydropower and water

Develop SE Core Monitoring needs
SEAHG RECOMMENDED FY 2015/16 PROGRAMS

OVERVIEW OF SEAHG RECOMMENDED SE PROGRAMS

RECREATION
EIS/LTEMP Assessments of Environmental Resources / Recreation / Hydropower Values

- BOR program assessing market/non-market valuation
  - Market assessments
  - Non-market assessments
- NPS program assessing environmental services non-market valuations
  - Non-market assessments
  - Non-use assessments
CREDA, UC WU, WAPA
Market/Non-market Valuations of Power and Water

- Power market valuations: CRSP System/WECC System (spillage effects)
- Power non-market valuations: Lit. assessment/expert panel
- Water market/non-market valuations: Lit. assessment/expert panel